Testing the drivers of the temperature–size covariance using artificial selection
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Body size often declines with increasing temperature. Although there is ample evidence for this effect to be adaptive, it remains unclear whether size shrinking at warmer temperatures is driven by specific properties of being smaller (e.g., surface to volume ratio) or by traits that are correlated with size (e.g., metabolism, growth). We used 290 generations (22 months) of artificial selection on a unicellular phytoplankton species to evolve a 13-fold difference in volume between small-selected and large-selected cells and tested their performance at 22°C (usual temperature), 18°C (−4), and 26°C (+4). Warmer temperatures increased fitness in small-selected individuals and reduced fitness in large-selected ones, indicating changes in size alone are sufficient to mediate temperature-dependent performance. Our results are incompatible with the often-cited geometric argument of warmer temperature intensifying resource limitation. Instead, we find evidence that is consistent with larger cells being more vulnerable to reactive oxygen species. By engineering cells of different sizes, our results suggest that smaller-celled species are pre-adapted for higher temperatures. We discuss the potential repercussions for global carbon cycles and the biological pump under climate warming.
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Body size covaries with most major characteristics of a species (Peters 1983; Roy 2008; Ginzberg et al. 2015). For example, population growth rates, mortality rates, generation time, and carrying capacity all covary with size (Brown et al. 2004). Among both ectothermic and endothermic organisms, an important driver of size at all levels of biological organization is temperature. Within species body sizes decrease with warmer climates (Bergmann 1847; Ashton 2002) and even within populations individuals exposed to higher temperatures are typically smaller than those exposed to lower temperatures (see Fig. 1A; Partridge et al. 1994; Atkinson et al. 2003; Fischer and Karl 2010). As global temperatures rise, concurrent reductions in body size have been labeled a “universal response to warming” (Gardner et al. 2011). Given the importance of body size for fitness and other eco-evolutionary parameters of a species, it is important to understand the ultimate drivers of covariation between body size and temperature (Walters and Hassall 2006).

Today, there is ample support that the negative covariance between body size and temperature is adaptive (but see Stillwell 2010). For instance, populations from locations with different temperatures often maintain their size differences after experiencing at least a generation of common garden conditions—ants (Heinze et al. 2003), snails (Gustafson et al. 2014), copepods (Lonsdale and Levinton 1985), and Drosophila melanogaster (Gilchrist and Patridge 1999; see review by Patridge and Coyne 1997). Moreover, trends in size across temperatures are similar in different continents, hold across latitudinal and altitudinal clines, and originate rapidly after the colonization of new habitats (Capy et al. 1994; Imasheva et al. 1994; Partridge and Coyne 1997; Huey et al. 2000). Finally, and most importantly, studies exposing laboratory lineages to thermal selection consistently generate bigger organisms at colder temperatures (see Fig. 1B; Partridge et al. 1994; Fischer and Karl 2010; Schlüter et al. 2014).
While the effects of temperature on body size have been investigated extensively, considerable controversy still exists regarding the underlying mechanisms. In particular, it is unclear as to whether size or other size-related traits are the target of temperature effects (Angilletta et al. 2003; Angilletta et al. 2004). For example, smaller sizes may be favored at warmer temperatures because of specific properties of being smaller (e.g., higher surface to volume ratio; Van der Have and De Jong 1996; Woods 1999; Stillwell et al. 2008). Alternatively, body size may coevolve with temperature through other traits that actually respond to temperature and are genetically correlated with size (constrained evolution of correlated traits; e.g., Lande 1979). For example, it is easy to imagine higher mass-specific metabolic rates, or higher relative growth rates being favored under higher temperatures, both of which typically negatively covary with size (Brown et al. 2004). As such, it is possible that size may simply covary with the actual target of selection under different temperature regimes.

Identifying which traits are directly under selection across temperature regimes is complex. For instance, traditional approaches of manipulating temperatures and examining the evolution of the size of a species are not necessarily causative. A wide range of correlated physiological, morphological, and life-history traits change simultaneously across temperatures, which prevent establishing a direct link between body size and fitness. Using populations of different sizes from different geographic locations is equally problematic, because those lineages are likely to differ in a wide range of potentially confounding traits that will also affect their response to temperature. One solution is to turn this problem on its head—manipulate the body size of a common ancestor and examine its size-dependent fitness under different temperatures (see Fig. 1C). This approach is labor-intensive, but allows determining whether differences in size alone affect fitness under different temperature regimes. Such studies have been restricted to a few model metazoans and provide ambivalent evidence for an interaction between body size selection and environmental temperature. For example, artificial selection on body size influenced fitness across temperatures in Drosophila melanogaster (McCabe and Partridge 1997; Reeve et al. 2000; Trotta et al. 2007) and yellow dung flies (Teuschl et al. 2007), but not in seed beetles (Stillwell et al. 2008). Therefore, the role of body size in mediating temperature-dependent fitness remains largely unresolved, especially for unicellular organisms.

To isolate if and how body size per se affects the performance of a species at different temperatures, we used 290 generations (22 months) of artificial selection to genetically engineer a 13-fold difference in mean body size between small- and large-selected phytoplankton lineages of the unicellular green microalga (Dunaliella tertiolecta). After that, we exposed lineages to different temperatures to evaluate the short-term fitness among phenotypes of varying body sizes. If body size plays a direct role in the temperature-size negative covariance, we would expect small-selected lineages to better cope with increasing temperatures compared to large-selected lineages (Fig. 1). In this case, we would also expect greater size plasticity among larger lineages at higher temperatures, as these organisms would be suffering the greatest fitness penalty. To this end, we took 36 independent lineages across a factorial design of three artificial selection treatments (small-selected, large-selected, and control) and three
Experimental design. Three variables were monitored across a factorial design of three artificial selection treatments (i.e., small-selected, large-selected, and control), three temperatures (18, 22, and 26°C), three independent temperature baths, each containing four independent lineages that were monitored at day 0, 3, and 6 after inoculation (972 observations).

Our results showed that small-selected cells have higher performance at warmer temperatures than cooler temperatures, while large-selected cells show the opposite pattern. One explanation for our results is that warmer temperatures exacerbate the negative effect of resource-limitation associated with larger organisms, and their smaller surface area to volume ratio (Agawin et al. 2000; Marañon et al. 2012). To test this mechanism, we compared temperature effects under high resource conditions (from day 0 to day 3) and low resource conditions (from day 3 to day 6) at each size-selection treatment. We find no evidence for resource limitation driving our result. Instead, we find support for an alternative explanation that oxidative stress leads to greater reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulation inside larger cells (Suzuki and Mittler 2006).

**Materials and Methods**

**STUDY SPECIES AND CULTURING CONDITIONS**

As a model species, we chose the green microalgal species *Dunaliella tertiolecta* (Butcher) because it is cosmopolitan, tolerates a wide range of climates (from tropical to subpolar), has an intermediate body size compared to other phytoplankton species, and grows well in the laboratory (Guiry et al. 2019). We sourced this species from the Australian National Algae Culture Collection (ANACC; strain code CS-14) and started cultures from multiple cells per independent lineage (i.e., not clonal), cultured in autoclaved F/2 medium (with no silica) from 0.45 μm-filtered seawater (Guillard 1975). We kept the environment constant using a temperature-controlled room at 21 ± 1°C, under a photoperiod of 14–10 h day–night and a light intensity of 150 μM photons m⁻² s⁻¹, using low-heat 50 W LED flood lights (Power-lite™, Nedlands Group, Bedfordale, Australia).

**ARTIFICIAL SELECTION FOR SIZE**

For details on the artificial selection methods, see Malerba et al. (2018c). Briefly, the method relies on larger cells forming a pellet at the bottom of test tubes at lower centrifugal forces compared to smaller cells, which instead will remain in solution (i.e., differential centrifugation). On April 25, 2016, we inoculated 72 lineages with the same ancestral population of *D. tertiolecta* into aseptic 75 cm² plastic cell culture flasks (Corning, Canted Neck, Nonpyrogenic). Since then, we selected lineages twice a week, each Monday and Thursday: 30 lineages were large-selected, 30 small-selected, and 12 were the control. The selection differential for both larger and smaller cells was approximately 10% shift between cell volume before and after artificial selection. Control cultures experienced identical conditions (including centrifugation) without being size-selected. At the end of selection, all cultures were diluted approximately three to five times in fresh F/2 medium. Lineages were not axenic, but we kept bacterial loads to minimal levels by resuspending pelleted cells in autoclaved medium twice a week and by handling samples using sterile materials under a laminar-flow cabinet (Gelman Sciences Australia, CF23S, NATA certified).

For this experiment, we used cells sampled from 12 randomly selected lineages for each of the three size-selection treatments after 290 generations (22 months) of artificial selection. To remove any environmental effects and nongenetic phenotypic differences from artificial selection, before starting trials all cells grew for three generations (a week) under common garden conditions with no centrifugation (i.e., unselected transfer). Following the unselected transfer, we measured the mean cell volume for all 36 lineages, using optic light microscopy at 400× after staining cells with lugol’s iodine at 2%. We calculated cell volume from at least 100 cells per culture in Fiji v2.0 (Schindelin et al. 2012) assuming prolate spheroid shape, as recommended for this species by Sun and Liu (2003).
TEMPERATURE TRIALS

After the unselected transfer at 21 ± 1°C, we diluted samples from the 36 lineages 10-fold, resuspended into fresh F/2 medium, and standardized for initial total biovolume (i.e., population density × mean cell volume; unit: μm³ mL⁻¹) — which is a better predictor for resource use than population density. We submersed all cultures inside transparent and side-illuminated water baths at a controlled temperature of either 22°C (usual temperature), 18°C (−4), and 26°C (+4; see Fig. 2 for experimental design). This temperature range mirrors usual yearly fluctuations in sub-tropical regions where this species is often found. Each temperature included three independent water baths, each holding 12 lineages (4 per size-selection treatment; see Fig. 2). We manipulated the temperature of each water bath using a submersible aquarium heater placed behind the samples so as not to affect light exposure. We ensured that daily temperature fluctuations were within ±1°C. The experiment took place in a temperature-controlled room and samples experienced identical light conditions of 14–10 h day–night photoperiod with a light intensity of about 100 μM photos m⁻² s⁻¹.

We monitored all samples for mean cell volume, population density, and total biovolume at day 0, 3, and 6. We recorded population density (i.e., cells μL⁻¹) with a flow cytometer (FlowCore, BD LSRII; BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) using a blue laser (488 nm) and CountBright absolute counting beads (Thermo Fisher, Waltham MA, USA) as internal standards in each sample. We inferred the mean cell volume (μm³) of a population using a calibration curve between the mean of the cytometric histogram for the forward scatter (after standardizing for the mean of the beads) and the mean cell volume measured using optical light microscopy (R² = 0.84, F₁,₁₀₆ = 540.9, P < 0.001). Finally, we calculated the total biovolume (μm³ mL⁻¹) by multiplying the population density by the mean cell volume. In total, the dataset included 972 observations (3 artificial selections × 3 temperatures × 3 baths × 4 lineages × 3 times × 3 demographic parameters).

ROS ASSAYS

We adopted the methods for quantifying intracellular ROS from Dao and Beardall (2016). After three generations of no centrifugation, we standardized six lineages per size-selection treatment to the same total biovolume and washed all populations three times into saline 40 mM TRIS-HCl buffer (pH 7 and 35 ppt). Then, we dark-incubated cells in 50 μM of fluorescent probe 2′,7′ dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) for 90 min at 37°C. After resuspending the pellet in buffer, we sonicated cells for 10 min. We measured the fluorescence of the supernatant in a spectrophotometer (Hitachi F-7000, Tokyo, Japan) at wavelengths of 485 nm (excitation) and 525 nm (emission). Values were converted into fluorescence units of dichloro-fluorescein (nM) using a 7-point calibration curve (second degree polynomial: \(R² = 0.999\)). The buffer was the negative control and dichlorofluorescein (DCF) from 5 to 75 nM was the positive control. We standardized ROS fluorescence in a sample for cell density and for the volume of the cell’s nucleus. Nucleus size was estimated from fluorescent microscopy (excitation at 325–375 nm and emission at 435–485 nm) with Leica DMi8 at 400× after fixing cells with 2% glutaraldehyde and resuspending the biomass in DAPI at 0.1 μg mL⁻¹. The allometric relationship was: \(\log_{10} \text{nucleus volume} = 0.479 \times \log_{10} \text{cell volume}−0.122\).

DATA ANALYSIS

We calculated three parameters that estimate the species short-term fitness from each time-series. The daily cell production (cells μL⁻¹ day⁻¹) of a lineage indicates rate of change in population densities between day 0 and 3. The daily biovolume production (μm³ mL⁻¹ day⁻¹) is the slope of total biovolume between day 0 and day 3. The population carrying capacity (cells μL⁻¹) was the final cell density of each lineage after the time-series reached a stable state (6 days). Finally, we analyzed the effects of temperature on mean cell volumes (μm³) between day 0 and day 3 among size-selection treatments.

We used linear mixed models to estimate the effects of temperature at each artificial selection treatment on mean cell size and the three fitness parameters. In all models, fixed effects included “Temperature” (continuous, from 18 to 26°C) and “Artificial Selection Treatment” (discrete, either small-selected, large-selected, or control). We ensured that treating Temperature as a discrete categorical factor did not change any of the conclusions (see Fig. S1). For mean cell size, we monitored cultures for 6 days: to focus on phenotypic plasticity and exclude evolutionary effects, we only analyzed observations at the start of the experiment and after 3 days of growth, with “Time” (continuous, from 0 to 3 days) as an additional fixed factor in the model. Initial models included all interaction terms. If not significant, higher-order interaction terms were removed from the model. Final models also included a random intercept for each lineage nested within treatment. We initially included a random slope with temperature, but that was later removed from the final models after being consistently selected against by model selection with Akaike Information Criterion (Burnham and Anderson 2002). We calculated probability values for the linear mixed-models using an analysis of deviance with type II Wald chi-square test and Kenward–Roger approximation to calculate the degrees of freedom (see Table S1).

We carried out all analysis and plotting in R version 3.5.0 (R Core Team 2018) using packages nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2016), lme4 (Bates et al. 2015), plyr (Wickham 2011), car (Fox and Weisberg 2019), and ggplot2 (Wickham 2009).
Results

CELL SIZE EVOLUTION

After 290 generations of artificial selection, the mean volume of large-selected cells (1217.3 ± 207.8 SE) was 4.5 times larger than control cells (272.3 ± 16.8) and 13 times larger than small-selected cells (93.2 ± 3.5; Fig. 3). On average, the mean cell volume increased by 0.6% per generation in large-selected lineages (linear regression: $F_{1,25} = 116.31$, $P < 0.001$), and decreased by 0.2% in small-selected lineages ($F_{1,25} = 23.367$, $P < 0.001$). Control lineages did not show any trend in size over time ($F_{1,24} = 2.36$, $P = 0.14$; Fig. 3).

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON PRODUCTIVITY RATES

Small-selected cells increased productivity—both per biovolume (Fig. 4A) and per cell (Fig. 4B)—with increasing temperatures, whereas large-selected cells showed the opposite trend. Control lineages were intermediate, with no statistical support for an effect of temperature (i.e., coefficient largely overlapping 0; see Fig. 4A and 4B for coefficients and Fig. S2 for model fits). Rates of daily biovolume production increased more than doubled (+108%) in small-selected lineages from 18 to 26°C (positive slopes in Fig. 4A). Instead, the same temperature gradient led to a decrease in biovolume production for large-selected (−79%) lineages (negative slopes Fig. 4A). Similarly, rates of daily cell production increased with increasing temperatures in small-selected lineages (+48%), while mostly decreased in large-selected lineages (−37%) and showed no effect of temperature in Control lineages (Fig. 4B).

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON POPULATION CARRYING CAPACITY

The population carrying capacity after 6 days of growth increased with temperature in small-selected (+42%) and control lineages (+48.5%), and decreased with temperature in large-selected lineages (−37%; Fig. 4C and Fig. S2 for model fits).

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON MEAN CELL SIZE

Size-selection treatments showed different effects of temperature on the mean cell size within the population (Table S1). Control cells showed the greatest temperature sensitivity during the experiment, decreasing in volume by up to 40% between 18 and 26°C. Conversely, small- and large-selected cells showed little change in mean cell size across temperature (both slopes overlapping 0 in Fig. 4D; see Fig. S2 for model fits). Moreover, all populations recorded larger mean cell sizes at the beginning of the experiment (day 0) compared to the end (day 6; see Fig. S3).

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ACROSS RESOURCE LEVELS

The specific growth rate of all lineages decreased considerably between days 0 to 3 and days 3 to 6 (see Fig. S4), indicating that cultures became increasing more resource limited. If warmer temperatures exacerbate resource limitation more in larger cells than smaller ones, we would expect different temperature effects between growth under high resources (from day 0 to day 3) and low resources (from day 3 to day 6) at each size-selection treatment. Instead, all temperature effects on biomass and cell productivity remained comparable between resource-replete exponential EVOLUTION 2019
growth phases and at the onset of stationary phase and resource limitation (Fig. S5).

**ROS ASSAY**

If size-dependent fitness across temperature is mediated by ROS toxicity, we would expect different relative intracellular ROS levels among size-selected lineages. Results show that large-selected cells have 4.7 times more ROS than small-selected cells (Fig. 5A). Moreover, larger cells have two times more ROS when standardized for their nucleus volume compared to small-selected cells (Fig. 5B). Finally, there was no statistical difference in ROS levels among size treatments when standardizing for cell biovolume ($F_{2,15} = 2.12, P = 0.154$; data not shown).

**Discussion**

By using artificial selection to evolve different cell sizes, our results showed that body size per se can directly affect the short-term performance of a species across temperatures. Warmer temperatures increased fitness in small-evolved individuals and reduced fitness in large-evolved individuals. Hence, our results demonstrate that some intrinsic property of body size determines the temperature-dependent fitness of an organism.

Our results showed that smaller cells benefitted from higher temperatures, but they did not provide insight as to why. It has long been argued that smaller cells are better in warmer temperatures because they have a greater surface to volume ratio. All else being equal, cells assimilate light and nutrients...
proportionally to surface area, which scales at two thirds of cell volume. Conversely, resource consumption is roughly proportional to volume (Aksnes and Egge 1991; Okie 2013; Maranon 2015). Under these geometrical assumptions, as cell size increases, resource uptake from increasing surface area should increase more slowly than resource consumption (Niklas 2013). While there is variation in temperature sensitivity among enzymes (Padfield et al. 2016; Schaum et al. 2018), warmer temperatures generally accelerate the cell’s enzyme reactions and protein synthesis, perhaps increasing resource demands to rates that cannot be met by larger cells with (relatively) small surface to volume ratios. Hence, theory predicts that organisms reduce their body size to increase their surface to volume ratio and better cope with the increased demands associated with warmer temperatures on resource assimilation (Atkinson et al. 2006; Sommer et al. 2017). Support for this theory comes from studies that suggest low resources intensify temperature-dependent effects on larger species (Rhee and Gotham 1981; Persson et al. 2011; Cross et al. 2015).

Our results were incompatible with the explanation that warmer temperatures exacerbate resource limitation in larger cells. If resources were driving temperature effects, we would expect larger cells to suffer greater costs later in the experiment at higher population densities, when light, nutrients, and other resources are less available. Instead, all temperature effects on population fitness remained equivalent between resource-replete (days 0–3) and at the onset of resource limitation (days 3–6). Furthermore, populations of large cells still maintained positive growth at warm temperatures, rejecting the hypothesis that resource limitation (e.g., oxygen, sensu Woods 1999) could act as an absolute constraint on body size. Perhaps, cells evolving to larger sizes also developed strategies to assimilate resources while minimizing geometrical constraints. For example, we showed that large-selected cells modified their photosynthetic apparatus, by evolving smaller light-harvesting antennae and greater pigments densities (Malerba et al. 2018a). Although in nature larger cells are typically inferior competitors under low nutrients (Maranon 2015), it is likely that our lineages have evolved systems for nutrient uptake and distribution to compensate for the geometrical constrains of increasing volumes. While we have no data on nutrient utilization among size-evolved lineages, present evidence suggests that the mechanisms driving the size-dependent temperature response in this species are more complex than the often-cited geometrical arguments on surface to volume ratios.

Instead, we find evidence for ROS driving our results. An increase in temperature will increase the electron flow of photosynthetic cells and make them more susceptible to light-induced damage (Vacca 2004; Suzuki and Mittler 2006). A well-known effect of exceeding photosynthetic capacity is the leakage of electrons onto O$_2$ by the electron transport chain, thereby generating ROS (Key et al. 2010). When cells are unable to downregulate photosynthetic energy, oxidative stress from ROS accumulation can reduce the performance of a cell, mostly through DNA damages (Suzuki and Mittler 2006). Our previous studies on this model system suggest that large-selected cells may be more vulnerable to ROS toxicity than small-selected cells. First, large-selected cells have much faster energy rates than smaller cells (+899% per-cell and +69% per-volume; Malerba et al. 2018a; Malerba and Marshall 2019) hence, greater potential to generate ROS. Second, beta-carotene is a key photo-protectant pigment against ROS and its mass-specific density is 55% lower in large-selected cells than smaller ones (Malerba et al. 2018a). Third, the sensitivity to photodamage is proportional to Chlorophyll-a concentration among phytoplankton species (Echeveste et al. 2011) and its mass-specific density is 61% greater in large-selected cells (Malerba et al. 2018a). Consistent with expectations, we found that our larger cells have almost five times more ROS than smaller
cells. Furthermore, larger cells have disproportionately smaller nuclei, leading to twice as much ROS loads around their nucleus than smaller cells (but notice that all sizes had equivalent ROS per biovolume). While these results cannot attribute causality, they are consistent with the hypothesis that ROS toxicity may explain size-dependent fitness across temperatures that are independent of nutrient levels. Also, if temperature effects are driven by size-dependent ROS toxicity, we would expect that other ROS-producing stressors (e.g., high irradiance) should favor smaller cells. However, such predictions are complicated by the fact that photosystems and ROS-absorbing pigments coevolved with cell size in this species (Malerba et al. 2018a). In the future, we hope to test our hypothesis on ROS toxicity by verifying that costs to larger sizes intensify at higher light levels.

We found evidence for differences in temperature-induced phenotypic plasticity among our selection treatments. Control populations showed a 40% decrease in mean cell volume from 18 to 26°C, whereas small- and large-selected cells did not show any trend with temperature. In other words, unselected cells showed far greater potential for rapid phenotypic change in volume than size-evolved lineages. This is consistent with control cells increasing in volume twice as much as large- or small-selected cells under nutrient limitation (Malerba et al. 2018b). It is likely that the most extreme genotypes produced after nearly 300 generations of artificial selection are also the least plastic in body size. Our artificially selected lineages are under strong and constant selection pressures, which are predicted to generate specialized and monomorphic phenotypes with a reduced niche breadth and plasticity, relative to unselected (control) populations (Futuyma and Moreno 1988; DeWitt et al. 1998; Chevin and Hoffmann 2017).

Conclusions
Organisms are becoming smaller in response to human activities, with phytoplankton species revealing some of the greatest declines in size in response to warming oceans (Atkinson et al. 2003; Gardner et al. 2011). Our results showed that cells evolving to smaller sizes may have an advantage under higher temperatures. But these adaptive changes may have worrying consequences for food web structures and global carbon cycles. For instance, smaller cells sink more slowly, which could reduce the efficiency of the biological carbon pump and the capacity of the ocean to act as a long-term sink for atmospheric carbon dioxide (Steinacher et al. 2019a) – although many cellular attributes other than cell size influence phytoplankton sinking rates (Richardson and Jackson 2007). This reduction in cell sinking may add to global warming by reinforcing thermal stratification and further reducing the flow of organic matter to the deep ocean.

By engineering cells of different sizes, we revealed new insights into the drivers of the negative correlation between body size and temperature, which is so pervasive in biology. Our results showed that smaller sizes benefit from warmer temperatures and that there are aspects intrinsic to body size that confer these benefits. However, we found no support for the often-cited mechanism for why smaller cells might perform better at higher temperatures (i.e., increasing surface-area to volume ratios to cope with increased resource demand). Instead, our data support the hypothesis that size-dependent ROS accumulation drove our results. Further studies are necessary to determine whether our findings apply to other systems, in particular on how body size and ROS covariance across temperatures in other organisms.
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**Figure S1.** For all analyses, *Temperature* was treated as a continuous variable (here represented by the continuous lines), but we ensured that treating *Temperature* as a discrete categorical variable (points and point ranges) did not change any of our conclusions.

**Figure S2.** Model fits for the four variables at each size-selection treatment reared at 22°C (usual temperature), 18°C (−4), and 26°C (+4). Each line connects the partial residual of an independent lineage extracted from the best-fitting mixed-effect linear model.

**Figure S3.** Mean cell size monitored during growth trials as a function of temperature (raws) and size-selection treatment (columns).

**Figure S4.** Population intrinsic growth rates were considerably higher at the beginning of the experiment (day 0 to 3) compared to the end (day 3 to 6) across all temperatures (columns), indicating the onset of resource limitation in the cultures.

**Figure S5.** Temperature-dependency between 18 and 26°C among size-selected treatments (x-axis) between resource-replete (from day 0 to day 3) and resource-deplete (from day 3 to day 6) conditions (colours).

**Table S1.** Anova table for the four best-fitting mixed effect models on each demographic parameter.